Development of a bilingual interdisciplinary scale assessing self-efficacy for participating in Medical Assistance in Dying
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Article abstract
Medical Assistance in Dying (MAiD) is a complex process involving the person seeking care and their relatives. MAiD involves physical, psychosocial and spiritual needs, and consequently the involvement of an interdisciplinary team is beneficial. Therefore, updating the knowledge and skills of healthcare and social services professionals is critical. An interdisciplinary team from Laval University (Quebec, Canada) has developed a continuous training program for all health care and social services professionals who could be involved in the care of persons who request MAiD and their loved ones. It is crucial to assess whether the objectives of the continuous training program are being met, especially since this new training addresses several complex issues (legal, ethical, and clinical). Bandura’s self-efficacy theory has been widely used to develop scales for assessing the impact of training programs and identifying knowledge gaps. Bandura’s theory states that feeling secure in one’s self-efficacy leads to self-determined motivation. Although there are various scales intended to measure self-efficacy in palliative care, none include self-efficacy for participating in the process surrounding MAiD. As a result, we aim to create a bilingual (English-French) interdisciplinary scale to assess self-efficacy for participating in the process surrounding MAiD. The scale will allow decision-makers and researchers to identify current knowledge gaps. It will also be useful for assessing the impact of current and future training programs addressing this end-of-life practice. In this work in progress, we briefly introduce the training program and the future steps in the development and validation of the scale.
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Abstract

Medical Assistance in Dying (MAiD) is a complex process involving the person seeking care and their relatives. MAiD involves physical, psychosocial and spiritual needs, and consequently the involvement of an interdisciplinary team is beneficial. Therefore, updating the knowledge and skills of healthcare and social services professionals is critical. An interdisciplinary team from Laval University (Quebec, Canada) has developed a continuous training program for all health care and social services professionals who could be involved in the care of persons who request MAiD and their loved ones. It is crucial to assess whether the objectives of the continuous training program are being met, especially since this new training addresses several complex issues (legal, ethical, and clinical). Bandura’s self-efficacy theory has been widely used to develop scales for assessing the impact of training programs and identifying knowledge gaps. Bandura’s theory states that feeling secure in one’s self-efficacy leads to self-determined motivation. Although there are various scales intended to measure self-efficacy in palliative care, none include self-efficacy for participating in the process surrounding MAiD. As a result, we aim to create a bilingual (English-French) interdisciplinary scale to assess self-efficacy for participating in the process surrounding MAiD. The scale will allow decision-makers and researchers to identify current knowledge gaps. It will also be useful for assessing the impact of current and future training programs addressing this end-of-life practice. In this work in progress, we briefly introduce the training program and the future steps in the development and validation of the scale.
**Introduction**

Since 2016, Medical Assistance in Dying (MAiD) has been legal everywhere in Canada. The enactment of MAiD brought to light the needs for updated knowledge and skills among healthcare and social service providers. Indeed, the administration of MAiD is preceded by a longstanding process involving the person and their relatives, all of whom have various needs (physical, psychosocial, spiritual). This process is therefore improved through interdisciplinary collaboration.  

An interdisciplinary team at Laval University in Quebec, Canada, created a 30-hour continuous training program intended for health care and social service professionals. The content and activities provide a wide range of learning experiences. A case study team project also allows participants from various backgrounds to work together to complete the steps of a fictional, yet realistic, MAiD application process. During the fall semester of 2022, a first interdisciplinary cohort of 21 participants (nurses, physicians, social workers, residents, and psychologists) was trained. The program will be offered in the fall and winter semesters.  

Evaluation and continuous improvement of training programs are critical to ensuring quality and participant satisfaction. Bandura's self-efficacy theory has been widely used to develop scales in order to identify training needs and the effectiveness of training programs. According to Bandura, knowledge and skills are necessary to behave optimally, but insufficient. One must feel self-efficacious to transform that knowledge and skills into appropriate courses of action. Although different scales based on self-efficacy theory exist for palliative care, none include self-efficacy as it pertains to the process surrounding MAiD. Therefore, we aim to develop a bilingual (English-French) interdisciplinary scale assessing self-efficacy for participating in the process surrounding MAiD.  

We will deductively define the domains and develop the items using provincial guidelines and the results of a Delphi-study conducted in Ontario, Canada, which identified a set of learning objectives that should be included in any MAiD curriculum. We will then carry out content validation in French with the participation of 15 clinical experts and methodological experts using an online questionnaire. The experts will evaluate each item’s relevance, clarity, and conceptual adequacy (representativeness) by assigning a score between 1 and 4 using a Likert-type scale. To calculate the content validity index (CVI) for each item, we will assess the proportion of experts who gave it a score of 3 or 4. For an item to be valid, at least 83% of experts will have to have given it a score of 3 or 4. Items with a lower validity score will be reviewed. Finally, we will use the procedure proposed by the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) Quality of Life Group back to translate the preliminary scale.  

For all the subsequent phases, the participation of an English-speaking team in addition to our French-speaking team is needed. The subsequent phases will be: 1) a pre-test involving four to six recorded cognitive interviews in each language with individuals from the target population (healthcare and social services professionals); 2) the use of the scale by at least 10 healthcare and social service professionals (in each language) per item in the scale (approximately 30 items), and 3) to assess the psychometric properties of the scale using from the classical test theory.  

We will first extract descriptive statistics (means, standard deviations, minimum and maximum scores) to judge the variability of item responses and to evaluate possible floor and ceiling effects. We will also assess internal consistency using Cronbach’s alpha and the impact of removing each item on this coefficient. To assess the validity of the proposed structure, we will use the comparative fix index, the standardised root-mean-square residual index, and the root-mean-square error of approximation. Ultimately, we will evaluate how consistently participants respond to the scale on a repeated measurement within a short time frame and calculate the intraclass correlation coefficient between the scores.
Summary
We aim to develop the very first bilingual scale assessing self-efficacy of healthcare and social service professionals for participating in the process surrounding MAiD. Our scale could be used to evaluate the impact of current or future training programs, and the need for training program development. We are looking for Canadian English-speaking educational institutions to carry out this bilingual project in collaboration with our French-speaking team.
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